
Free iPhone & Android app
available from the app store
& google play store

RemoteViewing

(iPhone not included)
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4 CHANNEL 2 CAMERA
HIGH RESOLUTION
960H CCTV SYSTEM
SIMPLE TO INSTALL HIGH RESOLUTION

Includes 2 x Hi-Res Outdoor CCTV Cameras

CCTV SYSTEM WITH FACIAL DETECTION

500GB Hard Drive stores weeks of footage

Simple QR Code set up for remote viewing

Video
Output
(HDMI,
VGA & BNC)

Connect up to 4 cameras

Network
Connection

Kit Contents:

1 x 4 channel DVR

2 x Hi-Res Outdoor CCTV Cameras

2 x 18m BNC Cables

1 x Ethernet Cable 1m

1x Kettle Lead

1x Power supply
Mouse

USB Stick

CamerasDVR

Day & Night functionality

Twin Axis

1000 TVL

These bullet cameras have been designed to allow easy setup and 
installation whilst also providing high quality images in most conditions, 
these are some of the features incorporated.

Our cameras are fitted with hi power IR LED’s, 
these allow the camera to record even in total 
darkness, over a distance of up to 25m!

Our bullet cameras work on a twin axis allowing you 
to pivot the camera through a wide range of angles 
to ensure you’re getting exactly the right shot.

TV Lines are a measurement of how many horizontal 
lines a camera can create for viewing on a TV or 
monitor. These cameras produce 1000 TVL which is 
the equivalent to broadcast quality TV images.

Anti-Cut Cable Brackets

Our cameras are designed to ensure that the 
cable is inaccesible, ensuring that no would be 
thieves or intruders can cut the cable and render 
the camera redundant.

Our DVR’s are designed to be simple to set up and easy to use, with easy to follow guides and intuitive user interface, you can have 
your system up and working without any previous CCTV experience.

This kit is designed to be simple to install and easy to use, so that you can get your system up and running quickly, securing your home and belongings with a 
minimum of fuss and a fraction of the cost of a professional installation. The cameras are robust and waterproof ensuring years of service in any conditions and 
with night vision on all cameras, they will ensure you never miss a thing, day or night. 

The DVR (Digital Video Recorder) is simple to set up and will record and store weeks of footage on its huge 500GB HDD. You can also access the system via 
your smartphone or tablet device allowing you to monitor live images or review recorded footage wherever and whenever you are.

Remote Monitoring

Simply download our free apple or android app 
to allow remote access to both the recordings 
on your DVR and also live streaming.

HDMI Socket

Includes HDMI socket to allow direct 
connection to your TV, meaning there is no 
need for an additional monitor.

Motion Detection

Set your DVR to be triggered by motion detection, 
this will allow you to maximise the storage on your 
DVR by only recording movement, also ensures 
you dont miss any important events.

Full 960H Recording

This DVR records at 960H quality which is almost 
5 times the resolution of standard CIF DVR’s 
ensuring that you get crystal clear footage.

Facial Recognition

This DVR incorporates facial recognition technology. 
You can select one channel to recognise faces and it 
will then automatically capture and store an image of 
that face, in case it is needed later.

Widescreen Footage

960H formatting also means that images are 
recorded in a widescreen format which suits 
modern TV’s and monitors, meaning images do 
not get stretched or squeezed to fit on screen.

Easy Installation

With intuitive on-screen set up instructions, 
you will be able to set up the DVR with little 
or no previous knowledge 

Scheduled Recording

Set the DVR to record at specific times of 
the day or for set periods when you are at 
work, away for weekends or on holiday. 

Dropbox Connectivty

Connect your DVR to your Dropbox account and 
store footage safely and securely online, ready for 
you to access with either your smart device or PC.

QR Code set up

Simple and quick connection to the internet, 
allowing remote monitoring of your CCTV 
system. Simply scan the codes during set up 
and all connections will be made automatically.

Weatherproof IP66 

The cameras included in this kit are IP66 rated, this 
means that they will not let in dust or water, ensuring 
that they can be used outside without any issues.

1000

HDMI


